Integration can help solve a variety of business challenges, such as fragmented, siloed data that compromises decision making, costly inefficiencies and errors from manual processes and losing out to competition due to a slow response to the market. Not only does integration solve these issues, it can transform your business. The real magic is that once you're connected, APIs can open up a whole new world of possibilities. What type of new, innovative solutions would be possible if you could empower your developers to reuse existing technology and extend your offerings via APIs? Consider the possibilities if you could infuse intelligence in any business process. You'd accelerate innovation, create better customer experiences and uncover insights into new business opportunities and threats.

Intuitive Integration
With Jitterbit, companies can obtain a 360-degree view of the business by integrating any on-premise, SaaS or cloud application. Automating business processes is quick and easy with Jitterbit’s pre-built templates and workflow tools. Our API integration platform allows enterprises to infuse any application with artificial intelligence, such as real-time language translation and product upsell or cross-sell recommendations, to make smarter and faster decisions.

API Transformation
Jitterbit’s modern API platform enables businesses to securely create, run, manage, analyze and consume internal and external APIs and microservices. Extend your platform and compose new services by creating and publishing APIs from your existing technology; you can drive innovation and accelerate API transformation with Jitterbit as a responsive, customer-centric partner.

BENEFITS

- Integration-centric approach provides quick-start for enterprises wanting to develop APIs. Rapidly expose any application or data as an API.
- Infuse any and all applications with artificial intelligence to drive better business insights.
- Our team of dedicated experts provide transparent project scopes that assure your success.
Customer Success Across Every Industry
Jitterbit works with thousands of customers across many industries, including ecommerce and retail, technology, transportation and logistics, financial services, healthcare and more. Jitterbit’s API integration platform is technology agnostic and can fit into any technical infrastructure, accelerating innovation for any business.

- Skullcandy uses Jitterbit to automate ordering and fulfillment.
- Berklee Online created a 360-degree view of student activity with Jitterbit.
- Bayer tracks and completes pharmaceutical orders using Jitterbit automation.
- Mophie handles transactions and returns in a day thanks to Jitterbit.

THREE-STEP API INTEGRATION

1. **Connect** any system and easily create APIs that leverage the value of these apps in new ways.
2. **Configure** mappings, data transformations, API settings and integration operations and deploy them to distributed run-time agents.
3. **Control** your integrations and APIs with the administration console. View activity logs, get real-time alerts and control access, throttling and rate limits.

CONNECT TO 1,000+ ENDPOINTS

APPLIcATIONS
- Salesforce
- SAP
- Workday
- NetSuite
- ServiceNow
- Microsoft Dynamics (CRM, AX, GP, NAV, SL)
- PeopleSoft
- Oracle
- and more

APIs
- Web Services (SOAP, REST), HTTP/S
- Custom API publishing and management
- OData Services
- and more

DATABASES
- Oracle
- SQL Server
- DB2
- MySQL
- Sybase
- and more

OTHER PROTOCOLS
- JDBC/ODBC
- FTP
- File Shares
- LDAP
- SMTP/POP3
- and more

DATA FORMATS
- JSON
- XML (WSDL, XSD)
- All EDI (X12, EDIFACT, TRADACOMS, XML, CICA, HL7, etc.)
- Flat/Hierarchical Text Structures
- and more

EXISTING SOA PLATFORMS
- webMethods
- Tibco
- IBM WebSphere
- BEA WebLogic
- and more
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